
Spiral Cutter
SPIRALFIX

2013 NOVELTIES

Just buying novelties 
    or fascinate customers?

GEFU tools make 
everybody a culinary artist.
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Since 1943 the manufacturer of kitchen utensils in the 
Sauerland region in Germany has relied on quality and 
design, on tradition and innovation, along with com-
petence, know-how and its many years of experience. 

And this attitude has been borne out by success: 
Once the manufacturer of the food mill FLOTTE 
LOTTE and the strainer press FLEISSIGES LIESCHEN, 
classics of utmost popularity now as in the past, 
GEFU, a company which has always had a good 
antenna for quality, is now a successful provider of 
elegant and yet practical designer items for the mo-
dern kitchen. Cooperation with the Berlin design studio 
invivodesign results in ever new creative ideas for kitchen 
tools which are accepted and admired for their perfect 
functionality and timeless design.

True to our philosophy that “GEFU tools make 
everybody a culinary artist”, we will be celebrating our 
jubilee year with many novelties which live up to the 
standard of perfect functionality in harmony with 
modern design.

A success story – bubbling over with passion! 

Series INSPIRIA

Multi Mixing Cup, 300 ml

 Spiral Cutter 
SPIRALFIX

Cooking means dealing with food the passionate 
way: It means celebrating all the variations of 
culinary pleasure. This is our belief at GEFU, and 
has been so for 70 years now.

A success story – bubbling over with passion! 
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Let us inspire you, for example through our product 
videos which you can easily watch via QR code, and 
discover the diversity of culinary pleasures with us. 
Moreover, GEFU offers attractive bargains as part of 
high-profi le promotions. 

70 years of GEFU: If that’s not a reason for a celebration!
Join in!

GEFU tools make everybody a culinary artist – you, too. 

Pasta Machine 
PASTA PERFETTA BRILLANTE

Kitchen Brush
BECKY

Vitro Ceramic Hob Scraper 
BLANKO

Expertise

Design

Trust

Culinary art

Know how

Quality

StyleModernity       Experience

Innovation
Tradition
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13410
Spiral Cutter SPIRALFIX

The Spiral Cutter SPIRALFIX is the indespensable kitchen 
tool for every vegetable fan. Based on the time-tested 
principle of the pencil sharpener, it transforms countless 
sorts of vegetables into delicious vegetable spaghetti, 
without effort and in no time at all. 

Using it is simple, convenient and extremely safe: Just 
open the folding lid, use the adjusting wheel to set the 
desired width of cut and place the vegetables in the box. 
Now close the lid, turn the crank handle (pressing down 
gently), and the desired vegetable spirals fall into the 
non-slip holding container. The long spirals can be 
produced with ease because two high-strength special 
knives made of blade steel work together perfectly in 
the box. The best part of it is that the two knives 
are able to cut the vegetables into spirals almost 
without any scraps.

• 4 different widths of cut for creative recipes: Spiral cut  
 across the entire width of the material, 3 mm, 6 mm 
 or 12 mm wide adjustable via adjusting wheel
• Thickness of cut: 2.5 mm
• Special blade steel
• Folding lid for easy fi lling
• Endless spirals produced by magic in no time at all
• Detachable non-slip holding container 
 for safe standing
• Splash-guard lid with drive unit detachable 
 for easy cleaning
• Use with closed lid only, max. fi lling 
 height 80 mm, Ø 100 mm
• Material: stainless steel, ABS plastic, SAN
• Dishwasher-safe
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The Spiral Cutter SPIRALFIX is the must-have in hot and 
cold vegetable cooking for healthy culinary pleasures: 
It conjures up delicious vegetable spirals in no time at all, 
making carrots, zucchini, cucumbers, radishes, beet, kohl-
rabi and even potatoes real culinary eye-catchers on every 
plate, be it in the title role as a vegetarian dish, as a salad or 
a side dish to go with meat, fi sh or pasta. 

15520
Bird’s Nest Fryer

Use our bird’s nest fryer to conjure up sophisticated potato, vegetable 
or dough baskets. Just place fi ne potato strips or slices around the rim 
of the larger strainer and press the smaller one on top, and an evenly 
rounded nest is formed. Filled with meat or fi sh, vegetables, herbs or 
sweet creams, the bird’s nests are a feast for the eye and tickle the 
palate.  

• For deep-frying of potato, carrot, courgette or noodle nests
• Handle with fastening ring for easy handling
• Outer 10 cm; inner 8 cm
• Length: 39 cm
• Can be taken apart for easy cleaning
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe
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35010
Salad or Pasta Dish INSPIRIA

The Salad or Pasta Dish INSPIRIA is distinguished 
by a simple design, which enhances the shape and 
the fi ne porcelain of the dish. With a capacity of 3.5 
litres, it holds plenty of delicious salad, tasty pasta or 
fi ne vegetable dishes. 

• High-quality porcelain
• Safe to use in microwave, oven and fridge
• Dishwasher-safe
• L / W / H 28 x 25 x 16,5 cm
• Ø 25 cm

21580
Salad and Pasta Servers INSPIRIA

The stainless steel Salad and Pasta Servers make the preparation and 
serving of salads and any other kind of food a great sight to behold, as 
the elegant duo, with its timeless and stylish design and its length of 
32 cm, not only goes well with any porcelain tableware, it also does a 
good job both in the kitchen and at the table.

• Solid servers for salads, pasta etc.
• Length: 32 cm
• 18 / 10 stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe
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21560
Pasta and Salad Tongs INSPIRIA

Serving pasta or salad using these elegant tongs is more than just stylish: 
Thanks to the very practical spoon shape, the sauce is served along with 
the salad or pasta. Another special feature is the hook on the handle, 
which prevents the tongs from slipping into the bowl or pot. The 
balanced sprung tongs make the most of your grip.

• For serving pasta, salads etc.
• Sauces are also picked up thanks to spoon shape 
• Balanced sprung tongs
• Hook on the handle prevents tongs 
 from slipping into bowl or pot
• Length: 21 cm
• 18 / 10 stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

28240
Pasta Machine PASTA PERFETTA BRILLANTE

The Pasta Machine BRILLANTE is the must-have for all who love to make 
their own pasta. Combining a well-thought-out design and perfect shape, 
the pasta machine is not just practical but a real eye-catcher. Thanks to 
the non-stick rollers made of refi ned stainless steel, dough sticking to 
the rollers is a thing of the past. 

  • Expert-like production of original home-made pasta 
  • Three different types: taglioni, tagliatelle and lasagne
  • Non-slip base
  • Extra-high table clamp (for worktops up to 70 mm)
  • Supplied with pasta bike 
  • The aluminium rollers with their high-quality 
   non-stick surface fi nish produce even healthier 
   and purer-tasting dough sheets
  • Material: Chromium-plated steel / high-grade 
   stainless steel

28230
Pasta Machine PASTA PERFETTA NERO

The PASTA PERFETTA NERO serves to make original home-made 
pasta to perfection. Using this pasta maker, you can make three different 
kinds of pasta effortlessly: Taglioni, tagliatelle and lasagna. With its 
chic retro design it fi ts perfectly into trendy kitchens.

  • Expert-like production of original home-made pasta 
  • Three different kinds: taglioni, tagliatelle and lasagne
  • Non-slip base
  • Extra high table clamp (worktops up to 70 mm)
  • Supplied with pasta bike 
  • The aluminium rollers with their high-grade non-
   stick surface fi nish produce even healthier and 
   purer-tasting dough sheets
  • Material: Chromium-plated steel (anti-corrosive 
   high-gloss varnish) / high-grade stainless steel

Rollers made of aluminium 
with high-quality non-stick 
surface fi nish.

Rollers made of aluminium 
with high-quality non-stick 
surface fi nish.
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14470
Multi Mixing Cup, 300 ml

The Multi Mixing Cup really should not be underesti-
mated, for it is a true all-round talent. Imprinted with a 
detailed scale in a variety of measuring units, it not only 
provides easy measuring but is also perfectly suited for 
mixing and preparing fl uids such as marinades, sauces 
and dressings. Even the maximum fi lling height for whip-
ping cream is marked. One especially practical feature is 
the pouring spout with an extra cap on the lid. But that’s 
not all: The patented inset even allows you to use the 
multi measuring beaker to squeeze lemons and 
separate egg yolks from egg whites.

• For quick and easy measuring, mixing and preparing 
 of marinades, sauces, dressings, cream etc.
• Patented turn-around inset for double use:
  - For squeezing lemons
  - For separating eggs
• Scale on the beaker: ml, ccm, cups, fl . oz, and 
 the maximum fi lling height for whipping cream
• Lid with pouring spout and extra cap
• Capacity: 300 ml
• SAN, ABS plastic, PE
• Dishwasher-safe

12790
All-purpose Whisk

For all those who like things light and creamy, this all-purpose whisk 
is exactly the right thing to have: Use it to make milk foam, sauces, 
desserts, soups and much more quickly and simply. The whisk begins 
to mix the moment you move the handle down. You will love it for its 
reliable functional principle and ease of use. It really whips up a storm!

• Ideal for creamy milk foam, sauces, desserts, soups and much more
• Quick and simple, without electricity, just by light movements of the hand
• Length: 36 cm
• Stainless steel / Santoprene
• Clean under running water
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12930
Vitro Ceramic Hob Scraper BLANKO

Vitro ceramic and induction hobs make cooking easier; their cleaning, 
however, requires the right aid. Due to its set angle, GEFU’s scraper 
for vitro ceramic hobs cleans the cooking surface effectively and with 
care.

 • Set angle for easy and gentle cleaning 
  of vitro ceramic and induction hobs
 • Ergonomic work without tiring
 • Integrated blade slot for up to 4 blades
 • Supplied with 2 blades
 • Sliding mechanism protects blade
 • Stainless steel / ABS plastic

14580
Kitchen Brush BECKY

One brush for all purposes: The kitchen brush is perfectly suited for 
glazing cakes and cookies, but also for marinating meat. The nylon 
bristles are hygienic and do not infl uence taste.

• For glazing and marinating
• Nylon bristles:
  - Hygienic and without infl uence on taste
  - Easy to clean
  - Even brushwork
  - Heat-resistant up to 120 °C
• Arched handle prevents soiling of worktop
• Non-slip catch
• Brush width: 25 mm
• Nylon / ASB plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

12710
Pot Clip

The pot clip is the indispensable, practical aid for every cooking artist. 
Simply clipped onto the edge of the pot it is a reliable and safe holder 
for spoons, ladles, sieves and other tools. A quick stir? No problem, 
as everything is always at hand and, what is more, sauces, water or 
oil drip nowhere but into the pot.

 • Rubber coating for fi rm grip on the pot edge
 • Handle diameter: 10 mm
 • Flexible clip for use on pots, dishes, gravy boats etc.
 • Perfectly suited for kitchen aids in the LA LINEA series
 • Stainless steel / silicone
 • Dishwasher-safe
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12940
Spiral Cutter RÖSLI

GEFU’s new spiral cutter inspires cooking artists to create ever new 
delicious decorations. With the help of this kitchen tool, various fi rm 
vegetables can be pointed und cut into swirls or decorative little roses. 
In this way carrots, radishes or other vegetables become the highlight 
in every salad or raw vegetable dish. As easy to use as a pencil 
sharpener.

• For cutting thin spirals out of fi rm foodstuffs, 
 e.g. carrot, courgettes or radish
• For creative dishes and varied decorations
• Food diameter: 75 mm
• Serrated blade
• High-grade plastic
• Dishwasher-safe 

12670
Multi-functional scissors

GEFU’s Multi-functional scissors are a credit to their name: They are really 
fi t for a multitude of functions. Cutting paper or meat, kracking nuts or 
opening tins, crown corks or pull-ring cans – the scope of application 
is infi nite. When disassembled, the scissors are even suited for cutting 
vegetables and scaling fi sh. An all-rounder which should not be missing 
in any kitchen.

• For cutting paper
• For cutting meat
• For cracking nuts
• For opening tins, crown corks, pull-ring cans
• When disassembled, cuts vegetables
• When disassembled, scales fi sh
• Handle fi ts well in the hand
• Stainless steel / plastic / Santoprene
• Dishwasher-safe

13830
Ceramic Knife

Cutting is fun with this knife, for the ceramic blade slips effortlessly 
even through delicate material. Fruit and vegetables can be cut 
paper-thin without squeezing. The ceramic knife does not take on 
any odours, is extremely hygienic and retains its quality even if 
cleaned in the dishwasher.

• For cutting fruit and vegetables
• Suited for right- and left-handers
• Neutral in respect of taste and odours  
• Anti-allergic and hygienic
• No oxidation in contact with acidic food
• Ceramic / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe
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19070
Rotary Grater LASER CUT

Three exchangeable drums make the Rotary Grater LASER CUT fi t for a 
variety of uses. Hard cheese, vegetables, nuts or chocolate can be cut 
  into fi ne or coarse fl akes thanks to the extra-sharp blades in 
  the drums. Just pour the material to be grated into the hopper,   
  turn the crank and you’re done. 

  • Supplied with 3 grating drums
  •  Slicer e.g. for cucumbers, carrots and potatoes
  • Coarse grater e.g. for cheese, carrots etc.
  • Fine grater e.g. for chocolate, Parmesan
  • LASER CUT drums
  • Crank easily adapted for use by 
    right- or left-handers
  • Can be taken apart for easy cleaning
  • Stainless steel / plastic
  • Dishwasher-safe

50420
Vegetable Slicer ASIA

Enjoy vegetables slice by slice! The new Vegetable Slicer ASIA with 
blades of Japanese high-strength steel slices potatoes, cucumbers, 
carrots, courgettes, aubergines etc., preparing vegetable slices for 
gratins or raw vegetable dishes in no time at all. The ergonomic 
shape of the handle makes it comfortable to hold and easy to use.

• For cutting slices out of potatoes, cucumbers, 
 carrots, courgettes, aubergines etc.
• Japanese blade steel
• Reverse side for grating ginger, apples, nutmeg
• With hanging loop
• Plastic / stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

50410
Julienne Cutter ASIA

For enjoyable Asian-style cooking! The new Julienne Cutter ASIA with blades 
made of high-strength Japanese steel cuts potatoes, cucumbers, carrots, 
courgettes, aubergines and much more into matchsticks, conjuring up 
vegetable juliennes for exotic wok dishes in no time at all. But that is not 
all: The slicer is a multi-performer. The extremely hard and sharp teeth on 
the back can grate nutmeg and grind ginger, apples and other fi rm fruit 
and vegetables into a pulp. The ergonomic shape of the handle makes 
the slicer comfortable to hold and easy to use.

• For cutting juliennes from: Potatoes, cucumbers, 
 carrots, courgettes, aubergines etc.
• Japanese blade steel
• Reverse side for grating ginger, apples, nutmeg
• With hanging loop
• Plastic / stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

Spice grater

Spice grater
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GEFU Küchenboss GmbH & Co. KG 

Braukweg 28 • D-59889 Eslohe • +49 (0) 29 73 - 97 13 - 0 

+49 (0) 29 73 - 97 13 - 55 • mail@gefu.com • www.gefu.com


